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Living systems can exhibit time-scales much longer than those of the underlying
components1, as well as emergent dynamical and collective behavior2. How such ro-
bust global behavior is subserved by stochastic constituents remains unclear3. Here, we
present biologically plausible motifs from which two-dimensional stochastic networks
can be constructed. The motifs represent out-of-equilibrium cycles on the microscopic
scale, which support macroscopic edge currents in configuration space. This behavior
is qualitatively different from previous proposals for topological states in stochastic
networks4–7 and other classical systems4,8–11, and can be understood using the frame-
work of non-Hermitian physics12–21. Topological properties of the system are seen in
the emergence of exceptional points or the non-zero vorticity and doubled periodicity
of edge states. Our framework enables a wealth of dynamical phenomena such as a
global clock, dynamical growth and de-growth, as well as synchronization, similar to
observations that are quite prevalent in biology22–26. Our models suggest new insights
into the theoretical framework of non-Hermitian physics, and pave the way for the
prediction of new states in both classical and quantum systems.
A paradigmatic example of structure determining func-
tion can be constructed in a system in which currents
emerge along the boundaries of configuration space. In-
deed, such currents would enable oscillations governed by
the physical constraints in the system, rather than by the
specific timescales of the underlying microscopic transi-
tions, which would not need to be fine-tuned. In order
to support currents, however, the system must necessar-
ily be driven out of equilibrium, e.g. by transitions that
consume a fuel such as ATP or GTP. We thus focus on
systems that are strongly dissipative and break detailed
balance at the microscale, in particular on systems with
“futile cycles” that consume energy but leave the system
unchanged, which are ubiquitous in biology27,28.
In our proposed model for such a system, we con-
sider discrete stochastic processes that operate in a two-
dimensional configuration space, i.e. for which the state
of the system is determined by two integers (x, y). These
numbers could represent, for example, the state of a
biopolymer assembled from two types of monomers X
and Y, or from monomers of a single type X but which
can be modified (e.g. via phosphorylation); or two types
of modifications on the monomers that make up a fixed-
size structure such as a protein complex. Implement-
ing transitions between contiguous (x, y) states results
in a lattice-like description of the system. Such a lattice
will have boundaries or “edges” representing the physical
constraints in the system, for example 0 ≤ x ≤ Nx and
0 ≤ y ≤ Ny where Nx and Ny represent e.g. the num-
ber of X and Y monomers available for binding, or the
number of binding sites for X and Y in a protein com-
plex. More complex constraints can also arise, such as
a These authors contributed equally to this work.
0 ≤ y ≤ x if y describes the number of monomers in a
biopolymer that have been phosphorylated out of a total
of x.
A simple implementation of microscopic futile cycles
can be achieved in a system with four internal states
(A,B,C,D) and four external transitions (x, y)A
γex−−→
(x, y+1)B, (x, y)B
γex−−→ (x+1, y)C, (x, y)C γex−−→ (x, y−1)D,
(x, y)D
γex−−→ (x − 1, y)A, which naturally lead to closed
cycles (x, y)A
γex−−→ (x, y + 1)B γex−−→ (x + 1, y + 1)C γex−−→
(x + 1, y)D
γex−−→ (x, y)A. We have defined these transi-
tions such that cycles are clockwise in (x, y) space, with-
out loss of generality (reversing all arrows would give
counter-clockwise cycles). In the absence of any other
transitions, the system will be trapped in such cycles
and will not explore the available configuration space.
However, the system can break out of a cycle if inter-
nal states undergo decay, with four internal transitions
(x, y)A
γin−−→ (x, y)D, (x, y)D γin−−→ (x, y)C, (x, y)C γin−−→
(x, y)B, (x, y)B
γin−−→ (x, y)A, which enable diffusion over
the bulk of (x, y) space over time. A possible implemen-
tation of these 8 transitions for a biopolymer is shown
in Fig. 1a. The resulting lattice can be embedded in the
plane, as shown in Fig. 1b.
Cycles with only three internal states are possible if we
allow for diagonal transitions in (x, y) space and use three
external transitions, e.g. (x, y)A
γex−−→ (x, y+1)B γex−−→ (x+
1, y + 1)C
γex−−→ (x, y)A. Including three internal decay
transitions for the same reason as above (see Fig. 1c for
a possible implementation of the 6 resulting transitions
for a biopolymer), we again build a lattice that can be
embedded in the plane, e.g. as a Kagome lattice (Fig. 1d).
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FIG. 1. Minimal motifs. a, 4-state model for a structure
composed of two types of monomers X and Y (violet and
green). The configuration of the system is determined by the
number of monomers (x, y) and the internal state (A, B, C, or
D), and changes of internal state are represented as tagging
a given subunit and thus priming it for addition or removal.
External transitions (governed by γex) involve the addition
(red arrows) or removal (green arrows) of subunits, whereas
internal transitions (γin) cause relaxation of the internal state.
b, Square lattice corresponding to the 4-state model. c, 3-
state model, describing a system in which subunits X (green)
are modified e.g. via phosphorylation (violet). The external
transition from C to A involves the removal (red arrow) of
a modified subunit. d, Kagome lattice corresponding to the
3-state model. Shaded blue square and rhombus in (b) and
(d) respectively correspond to a unit cell in each lattice.
Edge currents produce global cycles
Inspection of the lattices in Fig. 1b,d suggests that per-
sistent counter-clockwise trajectories of the system along
the edges are possible if γex  γin, i.e. if the external
transition is more likely than the internal one when both
are possible (e.g. at a B state in the bottom edge) so that
the system remains on the edge. Stochastic simulations
of both the 4-state (Fig. 2) and the 3-state (Extended
Data Fig. 1) models confirm this expectation. Starting
from a state within the bulk of the lattice, the system
initially displays local clockwise cycles (driven by γex) in-
terspersed with occasional sideways steps (driven by γin),
leading to diffusive motion in the bulk. Once the system
reaches any state on the edge, however, persistent motion
on the edge leading to counter-clockwise cycles along the
boundaries of the system is observed (Fig. 2a,b). Over
time, the probability of finding the system at the edge
is significantly larger than in the bulk (Fig. 2c). Direct
solution of the steady state probability of the full master
equation of the system confirms this result (Fig. 2d) and
further shows a more detailed structure for the proba-
bility of different internal states (or sites) on any given
edge cell. As long as γex  γin, these cycles are robust to
variations in the system size or shape, provided that the
directionality of the lattice edges is preserved (Fig. 2e).
Such global cycles could describe an allosteric model of
a hexameric biochemical oscillator such as the KaiABC
system (Fig. 2f)22,23, or used as driving mechanisms for
stochastic low Reynolds number swimmers29,30.
The persistence of edge trajectories can be understood
quantitatively. The probability of remaining L steps
along the edge and then “unbinding” from it is given
by P (L) =
(
1− γinγin+γex
)L
γin
γin+γex
, which results in an
average run length 〈L〉 = ∑∞L=0 LP (L) = γex/γin. Thus,
for γex = 10
3γin and Nx = Ny = 6 as in Fig. 2, we expect
the system to perform 103/(6 · 4) ≈ 42 full cycles on av-
erage before unbinding. Even then, the system is likely
to encounter the edge again soon after and thus undergo
a new run along the edge. Moreover, we can analytically
obtain (see Methods) the stationary probability distri-
bution of the system, both in the 4-state and the 3-state
models, and find that probability accumulates in the edge
sites that precede an internal transition (e.g. C sites at
the bottom edge; see Fig. 1b,d), which have stationary
probability pC =
γin+γex
γin
pb, where pb is the probabil-
ity corresponding to all other sites, including bulk sites
as well as edge sites that precede an external transition
(e.g. B sites at the bottom edge). This coincides with
the results in Fig. 2d. Summing up the probability of all
edge sites, we can obtain the overall probability Pedge of
finding the system at the edge at any time, or equiva-
lently, the fraction of time that the system spends at the
edge. For a square 4-state system of size Nx = Ny = N ,
in the limit γex  γin, we find Pedge ' γex/γinN+γex/γin (see
Methods). In the example of Fig. 2, this implies that the
system spends ≈ 99.4% of the time at the edge.
Topological states and exceptional points
The qualitatively different behavior between diffusion
in the bulk of the system and currents along the system
edge can be understood as a topological transition. Our
stochastic systems are described by a Master equation
d
dtp = Wp, where p is a vector of the probabilities of
being in each state, and W is a real matrix specifying
the transition rates31. W has one zero eigenvalue corre-
sponding to the steady-state, Wpss = 0, and all other
eigenvalues are negative. As such, it does not possess the
usual symmetries associated with electronic systems4,5,8,
such as positive and negative eigenvalues for the con-
duction and valence bands. However, the decomposition
W = H−D, where Hij = 〈i|j〉 is the transition rate from
state pj to pi and Dij = δij
∑
k〈k|i〉31 offers a resolution,
as H does have the symmetries to be analyzed within the
framework of topological band theory (see Methods).
In our system, H describes the incoming probability
flux for each state Jin = Hp (while Jout = Dp). In the
steady state, we have Jin = Jout (using
d
dtp = 0). For
a regular graph, e.g. a lattice with periodic boundary
conditions (PBC), the spectra of H and W are simply
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FIG. 2. Emergence of global cycles. a, Simulated stochas-
tic trajectory for the 4-state model (Fig. 1b). Initially, motion
is diffusive, until the system encounters the edge at y = 6, af-
ter which it shows persistent oscillations in both x and y.
That the oscillations correspond to counter-clockwise edge
currents in (x, y) space is clearly seen in b, which depicts
the same trajectory, but in two dimensions. c, The proba-
bility distribution in (x, y) space, obtained from simulations,
and d, the steady-state probability distribution in full con-
figuration space, obtained from direct solution of the master
equation, both show strong accumulation of probability at
the edges. e, Edge currents and the resulting cycles are ro-
bust with respect to the shape of the boundaries. f, (Inset)
External cycle in a 4-state model for a hexameric biochemi-
cal oscillator such as the KaiABC system, involving allosteric
conformational changes of the monomers (circles to squares)
and phosphorylation (yellow added circles). (Outside) The
edge state of this model corresponds to cycles of conforma-
tional change, phosphorylation, conformational change, de-
phosphorylation. Parameters used in (a–d): γin = 10
−3γex,
system size Nx = Ny = 6. See also Movie 1.
shifted by a constant (see Extended Data Fig. 2). In
other cases, e.g. with open boundary conditions (OBC),
the spectra of H and W differ32, while still containing
similar general features, such as the coalescence of edge
states towards an exceptional point (EP) as γin → 0 (see
Extended Data Fig. 2).
Remarkably, H in our system is a 2d non-Hermitian
generalization of the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) model33
(Fig. 1b,d). While the lattice coordinates represent real
space in the quantum picture, here they represent con-
figuration space. Non-Hermitian systems can exhibit
unique topological properties such as EPs or topologi-
cal invariants without a Hermitian counterpart12–14,20,21.
While we can analyze the symmetries and band structure
of H in a fully periodic system (see Methods), it is con-
venient to first demonstrate these topological properties
directly in an open geometry.
Beginning with the 4-state unit cell (Fig. 1b), we ex-
amine the real part of the spectrum of the system (rep-
resented through the eigenvalues E of H) as a function
of the ratio r, which weighs the relative strengths of the
transition rates through γex = rγtot and γin = (1−r)γtot,
with γtot = γin + γex; see Fig. 3a. The case with PBC
(grey lines) is symmetric with respect to r = 0.5 (where
γex = γin). With OBC (blue lines), the spectrum changes
radically past the EP at r = 0.5, with many states co-
alescing towards E = 0 as r → 1. The transition at
r = 0.5 coincides with when the system is just as likely
to unbind as to remain on the edge at every step, with
the average run length of 〈L〉 = 1, whereas the limit of
r → 1 corresponds to when the system spends all of its
time on the edge.
Varying the edge transition probability γ0ex (see Meth-
ods) interpolates between PBC (γ0ex = γex) and OBC
(γ0ex = 0). For r > 0.5, exceptional points emerge in the
spectrum when γ0ex < γin (Fig. 3b). Complex spectra
before and after the transition show a ring of edge states
(red points) for OBC at r > 0.5, revealing that this is
a topologically non-trivial phase (Fig. 3c). This ring of
states shrinks towards E = 0 as r → 1, indicating the ex-
istence of another EP at r = 113. For PBC, such a ring
is impossible as the eigenvalues are always purely real or
purely imaginary (see Methods).
Phase diagram and edge-state vorticity
To quantify the topological phase and properties of
these edge states, we turn to a ribbon geometry with
OBC in x and PBC in y (see Fig. 3d). We also general-
ize the phase space to include transitions in the reverse
direction from γex and γin, which we call γ
′
ex and γ
′
in re-
spectively (see Extended Data Fig. 4). Thus the phase
diagram can be explored in both ratio r and chirality
c, where γin = c(1 − r)γtot, γ′in = (1 − c)(1 − r)γtot,
γex = crγtot and γ
′
ex = (1 − c)rγtot, where now γtot =
γin + γ
′
in + γex + γ
′
ex. The case of c = 1 describes the
simple model studied previously, while c = 0 has the op-
posite chirality, and c = 1/2 is a Hermitian system with
equal forward and reverse rates for all transitions.
Upon varying c from 0.5 to 1 (with r > 0.5), we find
that edge states (red) emerge as distinct from bulk states
(blue); see Fig. 3e. These edge bands have a bandwidth
of w, which yields their group velocity as vg =
dReE
dky
,
linearly approximated as vg ∼ w/pi. In the Hermitian
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FIG. 3. Exceptional points and topological vorticity. a, The real spectrum of H for the square lattice is plotted as a
function of the ratio r, for both periodic boundary conditions (PBC) in grey and open boundary conditions (OBC) in blue. A
transition at the exceptional point (EP) E = 0 is observed at γin = γex (r = 0.5). b, Real spectra as a function of the edge link
γ0ex that interpolate between PBC (γ
0
ex = γex) and OBC (γ
0
ex = 0), where EPs emerge only in the topological phase r > 0.5
when γ0ex < γin. c, Complex spectra are plotted before and after the transition at r = 0.4 and r = 0.75 respectively, where blue
and grey again refer to OBC and PBC. For r = 0.75, a ring of states localized at the system edge is seen for OBC (red points),
revealing that this is a topological phase. This ring shrinks towards E = 0 as r → 1, which is another EP. Parameters used in
(a–c): system size Nx = Ny = 1. d, Allowing for reverse transitions controlled by the chirality parameter c, we examine the
full phase diagram of edge currents using a system with PBC in y and OBC in x (Nx = 3). Edge propagation can be estimated
by the product of the group velocity vg and the probability localization for a band ∆ρe. e, Real spectra of H for (left) c = 1/2,
γex/γin = 4, (middle) c = 0.7, γex/γin = 2.5 and (right) c = 1, γex/γin = 1.8. The edge states (red) are distinct from bulk states
(blue), and have a bandwidth w (marked on left) and hence vg =
dReE
dky
∼ w/pi. f, Edge states are distributed equally (red) on
the left and right edge in the Hermitian case c = 0.5, where they are completely real. For c 6= 0.5, they split in complex space
to become localized on the left (green) and right (orange) edges respectively, by the amount ∆ρe. As the chirality increases,
a transition to the topological state occurs when the edge bands touch the real axis Re E = 0. These bands now exhibit a
doubled periodicity of 4pi and vorticity of ν = 1/2 (using Eq. 1) around the EP at the origin. In all panels, values of E are
given in units of γtot.
case of c = 0.5, the spectrum is completely real, and the
edge states are distributed equally on the left and right
edges (red in Fig. 3f, left). As c increases, these bands
start to have imaginary components that are associated
with the left and right edges (green and orange respec-
tively in Fig. 3f, middle). These localized parts of the
band increase until they take over the entire band, which
occurs when the bands touch Re E = 0 at the topologi-
cal transition. At that point, the edge bands undergo a
qualitative change to encircle the origin (Fig. 3f, right),
exhibiting a doubled periodicity of 4pi and vorticity of
ν = 1/2. Unique to non-Hermitian systems, vorticity is
a topological invariant describing the winding number of
a pair of bands in the complex plane12:
νmn(Γ) = − 1
2pi
∮
Γ
∇karg[Em(k)− En(k)] · dk, (1)
where Γ is a closed loop in reciprocal space, and m,n
are band indices. This transition from ν = 0 to 1/2
occurs at c > r (γin > γ
′
ex), when the system has a higher
probability of moving forward rather than backward at
the “bottleneck” edge sites (e.g. C at the bottom edge).
The amount of localization of an edge band onto just
one edge (in real space) can be calculated by taking the
difference of the eigenstate distribution between both
edges, ∆ρe (see Methods). In the Hermitian case at
c = 0.5, the edge states are distributed equally on both
edges and hence ∆ρe = 0 for each edge band, indicating
edge polarization which does not propagate34. Hence, we
use the product of vg and ∆ρe to describe edge propaga-
tion in a phase diagram (Fig. 3d). Regions with non-zero
edge propagation and vorticity ν are where the system
transitions from bulk diffusion to supporting robust edge
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FIG. 4. Dynamic instability and synchronization in
asymmetric and coupled systems. a, Simulated stochas-
tic trajectory for the symmetric 3-state model with γin =
10−4γex and size Nx = 100. We observe “waiting times” be-
tween growth and degrowth. b, When the upwards internal
transition rate is increased to γBAin = 10
−2γex, making the
system asymmetric, waiting times between growth and de-
growth become negligible, and it is more likely for the system
to stochastically unbind from the edge state during growth,
switching to degrowth. c, Trajectories for two 3-state mod-
els coupled through the constraint x1 + x2 ≤ Nx describing
competition for the same pool of monomers, with symmetric
internal transition rates γin = 10
−4γex and size Nx = 10. d,
Probability distribution of finding a given x1 and x2 simul-
taneously, obtained from the same simulation. We find that
symmetric systems clearly show anti-phase synchronization,
see also Movie 3.
currents, e.g. the diagonal line c > r (or c < 1− r for op-
posite chirality) corresponds to the transition discussed
earlier.
We also use a transfer matrix approach to study the
steady state of the full transition rate matrix W (see
Methods). This yields the probability accumulation and
fluxes along the edge in the full phase space of c and r,
where the phase diagram for fluxes (see Extended Data
Fig. 5b) contains similar features to that in Fig. 3d. Our
separate analyses of H and W provide complementary
approaches to understanding the topological features of
our system.
Complex biological function and novel states of
matter
The inclusion of further biologically plausible features
into these models reveals striking observations and di-
rections for future research. For instance, asymmetric
transition rates within the minimal motifs give rise to
stochastic growth and degrowth reminiscent of the dy-
namic instability of microtubules (Fig. 4a,b; see Meth-
ods), when the 3-state model describes addition of GTP-
bound monomers, conversion to GDP-bound monomers,
and removal of GDP-bound monomers24,25. Moreover,
coupling two systems through a shared pool of subunits
leads to dynamically-shifting boundaries, that can sup-
port both anti-phase (Fig. 4c,d; Movie 3) and in-phase
(Extended Data Fig. 6) synchronization between the sys-
tems, depending on the parameters chosen (see Meth-
ods). The versatility of these models and their rich
phase space provides testable experimental signatures
with much room for further exploration.
The models we propose are not only interesting due
to their biological relevance, but also introduce novel
topological phases. In this regard, we note that they
are qualitatively different from previous extensions of
the original 1d Hermitian SSH model. For instance,
our model contains propagating edge currents, whereas
other extensions such as the 2d Hermitian34, 1d non
Hermitian15–17,19 or the case where non-Hermiticity
comes directly from complex terms35, only contain edge
polarization. We note that this is also the case with re-
gards to the recent attempts to identify correspondence
between stochastic systems and topological phases: such
1d models describe stationary polarization without global
currents4,5,7.
Our models exhibit comparatively rich phenomenology
with strong potential for direct biochemical significance,
as well as applicability to a wide range of stochastic net-
works. They utilize versatile building blocks where iden-
tical motifs can be assembled to drive cycles over widely
varying time scales simply by changing the number of
constituents involved, directly linking structure to emer-
gent function. On the theoretical front, it will be inter-
esting to explore further similarities and differences be-
tween the quantum and classical descriptions, including
the connection between sytems that involve the operators
H andW. Our introduction of dynamical boundaries and
new geometries suggest avenues for future explorations in
non-Hermitian physics. These rapid and continuing de-
velopments hold promise for the prediction of new states
of matter in both classical and quantum systems.
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7METHODS
Symmetries and band structure of H
We start with analysis of the 4-state model in Fig. 1b.
Denoting the four internal states of cell (x, y) as |(x, y)A〉
to |(x, y)D〉, the transition matrix (or adjacency matrix)
is
H = γin
Nx∑
x=0
Ny∑
y=0
[|(x, y)B〉〈(x, y)C |+ |(x, y)A〉〈(x, y)B |+ |(x, y)D〉〈(x, y)A|+ |(x, y)C〉〈(x, y)D|]
+ γex{
Nx−1∑
x=0
Ny∑
y=0
[|(x+ 1, y)C〉〈(x, y)B |+ |(x, y)A〉〈(x+ 1, y)D|] +
Nx∑
x=0
Ny−1∑
y=0
[|(x, y + 1)B〉〈(x, y)A|+ |(x, y)D〉〈(x, y + 1)C |]}
+ γ0ex{
Ny∑
y=0
[|(0, y)C〉〈(Nx, y)B |+ |(Nx, y)A〉〈(0, y)D|] +
Nx∑
x=0
[|(x, 0)B〉〈(x,Ny)A|+ |(x,Ny)D〉〈(x, 0)C |]}. (2)
The edge transition probability γ0ex interpolates between
periodic boundary conditions (PBC) and open boundary
conditions (OBC). PBC occur when γ0ex = γex, while
OBC occur when γ0ex = 0.
This describes a 2d non-Hermitian version of the SSH
model33, and we can use tools from non-Hermitian quan-
tum mechanics to analyze its properties. For a system
with PBC, this transition matrix can be expressed in
Fourier space as
Hk =

0 γin 0 γexe
−ikx
γexe
iky 0 γin 0
0 γexe
ikx 0 γin
γin 0 γexe
−iky 0
 .
Hk formally obeys the following symmetries: SHkS−1 =
−Hk, PHkP−1 = H∗k and Hk = H∗−k. S and P are uni-
tary operators which can be represented as S = 1⊗σz and
P = σx⊗1, where {σ} are the Pauli matrices. These sym-
metries can be understood as sublattice, parity and time-
reversal respectively in an equilibrium system36. The
sublattice symmetry ensures that eigenvalues come in
(E,−E) pairs, while the parity and time-reversal sym-
metries combine to make Hk also parity-time symmetric.
However, the equilibrium framework predicts the absence
of topological states in 2 dimensions36, and interpreta-
tion of Hk = H∗−k as a time-reversal symmetry becomes
unclear in out-of-equilibrium systems such as this one37.
Nevertheless, these symmetries suggest that the eigen-
values are either real or complex with conjugate pairs.
We indeed see this when analyzing the spectrum of Hk:
E(k)±,± = ±
√
a(k)±
√
a(k)2 + b2 (3)
where a(k) = γinγex(cos kx + cos ky) and b = (γ
2
in − γ2ex).
In fact, the bands E(k) are either purely real (E(k)±,+)
or purely imaginary (E(k)±,−). Each pair is illustrated
in yellow and green respectively in Extended Data Fig. 3.
The spectrum is even about γin = γex, where bandgaps
open for γin 6= γex (see Extended Data Fig. 3). At
γin = γex, Hk contains exceptional points where the
bands coalesce to yield degenerate solutions at E(k) = 0.
We can similarly obtain the spectrum for the 3-state
system (see Fig. 1d) with periodic boundary conditions:
E(k)3 − γinγex
[
eikx + 2e−i
kx
2 cos
(√
3ky
2
)]
E(k) + γ3in + γ
3
ex = 0.
Spatial distribution of an eigenstate
The eigenstates of W and H can be analyzed in state
space in order to identify their spatial distribution. This
is useful when using open boundary conditions to see if
an eigenstate is more heavily distributed on the edge than
in the bulk. Given an eigenstate Hp = Ep, we quantify
the relative weight of an eigenstate on the edge using
ρe =
∑
i∈edge |pi|2, i.e. the sum over the squared absolute
values of the probability on each site of the system edge.
In the ribbon geometry (with open boundary condi-
tions in one coordinate and periodic boundary conditions
in the other), we use this to evaluate the difference in
eigenstate distribution between both edges ∆ρe. ∆ρe is
defined as ρRe − ρLe for an eigenstate at E(ky), where
the subscripts Le or Re indicate a sum over the left or
right edges respectively. This is equivalent to ρLe − ρRe
for the conjugate eigenstate E∗(ky), where ∗ denotes the
complex conjugate.
Stationary state of W in the fully chiral case
We first directly analyze the steady state of the system
in the fully chiral case, with γ′in = γ
′
ex = 0. We take
the bottom edge of the lattice, be it square or Kagome,
as an example without loss of generality. We call the
probability for a B site on the edge pB , and for the C
site pC . The probability of bulk sites away from the edge
is called pb. The stationarity condition for the B site
reads γinpC − γinpB − γexpB = 0 whereas for the C site
it reads γinpb + γexpB − γinpC = 0. Using both to solve
for pB and pC , we obtain pB = pb and pC =
γin+γex
γin
pb.
8The stationarity of corner sites also implies that they
have probability pC . The fact that pB = pb ensures that
the bulk site contiguous to the edge site B is stationary
as well, with probability pb, as are all other bulk sites.
The probability current along the edge can be calculated
as J = γinpC − γinpb = γexpb. To obtain the global
probability of being at the edge in a square 4-state model
with Nx = Ny = N , we note that there are ne,C = 4(N+
1) sites with probability pC on the edge, ne,b = 4N sites
with probability pb on the edge, and nb = 4N
2 bulk sites,
all with probability pb. The overall probability Pedge is
then Pedge = (pCne,C + pbne,b)/(pCne,C + pbne,b + pbnb)
or, explicitly,
Pedge =
γin+γex
γin
(N + 1) +N(
N + γin+γexγin
)
(N + 1)
(4)
which in the limit γex  γin results in the expression
quoted in the main text.
Stationary state of W in the general case
Let us now include the reverse transitions γ′ex and γ
′
in.
We focus on the 4-state system, and consider a ribbon
periodic along the vertical dimension but open along the
horizontal direction, see Extended Data Fig. 4. Defining
the vectors P−n ≡ [pnD pnC ]T and P+n ≡ [pnA pnB ]T , the
stationarity conditions can be written as
P−n = U1P
−
n−1 + U2P
+
n−1 (5)
P+n = U3P
+
n−1 + U4P
−
n (6)
where we have defined the matrices
U1 ≡
(−γ′in/γex 0
0 −γin/γ′ex
)
(7)
U2 ≡
(
γin+γex+γ
′
in+γ
′
ex
γex
−γin+γ′exγex
−γex+γ′inγ′ex
γin+γex+γ
′
in+γ
′
ex
γ′ex
)
(8)
U3 ≡
(−γ′ex/γin 0
0 −γex/γ′in
)
(9)
U4 ≡
(
γin+γex+γ
′
in+γ
′
ex
γin
−γ′in+γexγin
−γ′ex+γinγ′in
γin+γex+γ
′
in+γ
′
ex
γ′in
)
(10)
Plugging in the equation for P−n into the one for
P+n , we obtain a transfer matrix M in the rightwards
direction for the probability of the 4-site cells Pn ≡
[pnD p
n
C p
n
A p
n
B ]
T , that is, the 4× 4 matrix M that gives
Pn = MPn−1 (11)
and has the form
M ≡
(
U1 U2
U4U1 U4U2 + U3
)
(12)
Two of the eigenvalues of M are always equal to 1, and
have identical associated eigenvectors V1 = [1 1 1 1]
T .
This reflects that the steady state is uniform in the bulk.
However, we also find two other eigenvalues α and 1/α,
with 0 ≤ α < 1. The corresponding eigenvectors, Vα and
V1/α, are non-trivial, and they are related to each other
by
V1/α =

0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
Vα (13)
i.e., Vα is identical to V1/α, except for a left-right, up-
down reflection (parity symmetry). These properties
strongly suggest that they correspond to the perturba-
tions to the bulk behaviour induced by the presence of
the left edge (Vα) and right edge (V1/α) of the system.
The perturbation decays geometrically, with rate α, as
we move away from the edge.
To ensure that these perturbations indeed correspond
to stationary solutions at the edges, we try a solution of
the form P0 = pb(V1 + ξVα) at the left edge, where pb
corresponds to the probability in the bulk, far away from
the edge. We find that the stationarity conditions at the
left edge are satisfied if
ξ =
γex − γ′ex
[(γin + γ′in + γ′ex) − (γ′in + γex) − γin 0] · Vα
(14)
The excess (or lack) of probability at the edge is therefore
δP0 = pbξVα, while for the n-th cell away from the edge
it is δPn = pbξVαα
n. Assuming that the system size
N is large enough such that the probability disturbance
decays away from the boundary, i.e. αN  1 or N 
−1/ logα, the total probability disturbance due to the
presence of the edge can be calculated as
δPtot =
∞∑
n=0
[1 1 1 1] · δPn = pb ξ
1− α [1 1 1 1] · Vα (15)
which is positive if probability accumulates at the bound-
ary, and negative if probability is depleted at the bound-
ary. The total probability flux along the edge can be
directly calculated from the steady state probabilities as
J = pb
ξ
1− α [γin − γ
′
in γ
′
in − γin] · Vα (16)
and is positive for net counter-clockwise edge flux (net
flux downwards at the left edge) and negative for net
clockwise edge flux (net flux upwards at the left edge).
In the limit of a fully chiral system, α = 0 and we
recover the results obtained in the previous section. It
is also interesting to note that, according to Eq. (14),
the effect of the boundaries completely vanishes (both
in terms of probability disturbance and probability flux)
9when γex = γ
′
ex. Thus, chirality in the external tran-
sitions is essential to obtain boundary effects at steady
state.
In this way, we can characterize the steady states of the
system by simply studying the eigenvalues and eigenvec-
tors of a 4× 4 matrix. Notably, the results are indepen-
dent of the system size or the shape of the boundaries,
even if they give us information about probability accu-
mulation and fluxes at the edges (Extended Data Fig. 5).
Dynamic instability in an asymmetric system
Throughout most of the work we consider identical
rates for the transitions between different states, i.e. γex
and γin are identical for all external and internal transi-
tions, respectively. This symmetry need not exist, and
indeed, in real systems we expect that the transition rates
between the different states will be different from each
other. We introduce superindices to denote the transition
rates between two specific states such that, for example,
γBCex is the rate of the external transition from B to C,
and γCBin of the internal transition from C to B. In gen-
eral, there are thus 8 transition rates in the 4-state model
and 6 transition rates in the 3-state model. Robust edge
currents will survive as long as the external transitions
are significantly faster than the internal transitions with
which they compete.
An interesting consequence of having asymmetric tran-
sition rates is that they affect the shape of the system os-
cillations over time. In particular, the typical timescale
for moving along the edges is governed by the slower in-
ternal transition rates γin, which constitute the bottle-
neck. In the example of Fig. 4a,b we show how oscil-
lations in x change in the 3-state model, when we in-
crease the rate for the upwards internal transition γBAin
such that γBAin  γACin = γCBin while keeping γex  γBAin .
The apparent “waiting times” for which the number of
subunits x remains constant (vertical edge) are strongly
reduced, and we obtain a system for which growth ap-
pears to be immediately followed by degrowth. More-
over, the enhanced upwards internal transition leads to
more frequent unbinding from the bottom edge, result-
ing in degrowth before the right corner x = 100 has been
reached, features reminiscent of the dynamic instability
of microtubules as elaborated in the main text.
Synchronization of coupled systems
In contrast with quantum topological systems, in
which the boundaries represent real-space edges of a two-
dimensional material and are thus fixed, the boundaries
in stochastic systems represent constraints in configura-
tion space, for example determined by the availability
of subunits of a certain type in solution. This implies
that the boundaries can dynamically change in time. In
particular, if we have two systems (1 and 2), which are
determined by their states (x1, y1) and (x2, y2), a global
constraint on the number of subunits of type X would
result in the constraint x1 + x2 ≤ Nx. The boundaries
for one system then depend on the state of the other sys-
tem, i.e. we have 0 ≤ x1 ≤ Nx − x2 for system 1 and
0 ≤ x2 ≤ Nx − x1 for system 2.
As described in the main text, this boundary coupling
can lead to synchronization (or entrainment) between the
two systems. Stochastic simulations for the symmetric 3-
state model, with constraints y1 ≤ x1 and y2 ≤ x2 for
the second coordinate, show anti-phase synchronization
between the two systems (Fig. 4c,d). On the other hand,
for an asymmetric system with internal transition rates
fastest along the vertical direction, slower along the diag-
onal direction, and slowest along the horizontal direction
(γBAin > γ
AC
in > γ
CB
in ), we find in-phase synchronization
(Extended Data Fig. 6).
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Extended Data Fig. 1. Emergence of global cycles in the 3-state model. a, Simulated stochastic trajectory for the 3-
state model (Fig. 1d) shows persistent oscillations in both x and y. b, Same trajectory, but in two dimensions, clearly showing
counter-clockwise cycles. c, The probability distribution in (x, y) space, obtained from simulations, and d, the steady-state
probability distribution in full configuration space, obtained from direct solution of the master equation, both show strong
accumulation of probability at the edges. e Edge currents and the resulting cycles are undisturbed as long as the directionality
of the edges of the lattice is preserved. See also Movie 2. Parameters used in (a–d): γin = 10
−3γex, system size Nx = 6 and
y ≤ x.
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Extended Data Fig. 2. Comparison of spectra for W and H matrices from the Master equation. Following38,39, both
the LaplacianW and adjacency matrix H can be associated with a Hamiltonian operator. When these graphs are regular, their
spectra are simply shifted by a constant. This first case is exemplified with periodic boundary conditions for our 4-state system
(grey plots): the spectra are shifted by γtot, i.e. the sum of outgoing transition probabilities for each site γtot = γin + γex.
This shift can be seen in Re E (top row), while Im E remains identical for both. When these graphs are not regular, their
spectra can differ32. This second case is exemplified with open boundary conditions (blue plots): the spectrum of W contains
sharper features compared to that of H, including an additional exceptional point at ∼ 0.7. However, both spectra have
similar general features, such as the coalescence of edge states towards the exceptional point E = 0 as r → 1 (top row). In
both cases, the number of edge states deep into the topological phase r → 1 is identical, i.e. the number of sites on the edge
4(Nx +Ny − 1). Both spectra are also symmetric around the Im E = 0 axis (bottom row), since eigenvalues are real or come
in complex conjugate pairs. Note that the ratio r interpolates between the transition probability strengths, i.e. γex = rγtot and
γin = (1− r)γtot, while we choose Nx = Ny = 1. In all panels, values of E are given in units of γtot.
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Extended Data Fig. 3. Band structure of the periodic system Hk. The bands (or spectrum) E(k) can be exactly solved
for the periodic system (see Eq. 3), and are either purely real (yellow) or purely imaginary (green). Left : When r = 0.5
(γin = γex), Hk contains exceptional points where the bands coalesce to yield degenerate solutions at E(k) = 0. Right : When
r 6= 0.5 (γin 6= γex), band gaps open between the two real bands (top) and the two imaginary bands (bottom) away from E = 0.
As the spectrum is even about γin = γex, the same result is obtained for r = 1/3 and 2/3, which are the parameters we use.
Note that the ratio r interpolates between the transition probability strengths, i.e. γex = rγtot and γin = (1 − r)γtot. In all
panels, values of E are given in units of γtot.
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Extended Data Fig. 4. Schematic of ribbon geometry for transfer matrix analysis. The system is periodic along the
vertical direction, and open along the horizontal direction. The stationary probability for the four sites belonging to a cell a
distance n away from the left edge is given by the 4-vector Pn ≡ [pnD pnC pnA pnB ]T . The solid blue arrows denote the γex and
γ′ex transitions that fold back along the periodic direction.
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Extended Data Fig. 5. Results of the transfer matrix analysis of W. a, Probability disturbance δPtot at the edge (in
logarithmic scale) as a function of the chirality parameter c and the ratio parameter r. b, Edge flux J as a function of the same
parameters, which closely matches the topological measure in Fig. 3d. Both the probability disturbance and the flux vanish in
the achiral, Hermitian case c = 0.5. The probability is always accumulated at the edge (δPtot is positive for all c 6= 0.5 and r).
Note that δPtot is given in units of pb, and J in units of pbγtot.
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Extended Data Fig. 6. In-phase synchronization in an asymmetric 3-state model. a, Trajectories for two coupled 3-
state models with asymmetric internal transition rates γin given by γ
CB
in = 10
−4γex for the horizontal transitions, γACin = 10
−3γex
for the diagonal transitions, and γBAin = 10
−2γex for the upwards transitions. b, Probability distribution of finding a given
x1 and x2 simultaneously (logarithmic scale) for the same simulation. We find that the two systems show slight in-phase
synchronization, particularly at initial growth. The system size is Nx = 10.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
• Movie 1: Stochastic simulation of the fully-chiral, symmetric 4-state model with γex = 103γin and Nx = Ny = 20.
• Movie 2: Stochastic simulation of the fully-chiral, symmetric 3-state model with γex = 103γin, Nx = 20 and the
phosphorylation-type constraint y ≤ x.
• Movie 3: Stochastic simulations of two coupled fully-chiral, symmetric 3-state models with γex = 103 and
constraints x1 + x2 ≤ 20, y1 ≤ x1, y2 ≤ x2. The blue dot corresponds to (x1, y1) whereas the green dot
corresponds to (20−x2, y2). The blue dot thus moves counter-clockwise whereas the green dot moves clockwise,
and the constraint on x1 + x2 implies that the blue dot must remain to the left of the green dot. Anti-phase
synchronization between the two systems is observed, where one system reaches maximum extension x = 20
while the other is at minimum extension x = 0 and vice versa.
